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SCREENSHOTS References External links
Category:Video game mods Red Alert 2
Category:Red Alert (series)The present
invention is directed to a device for aligning
(i.e., axially centralizing) a plurality of bone
screws of a spinal implant device. The
invention may be used with any spinal
implant including, for example, solid rod-
type, plate-type, and link-type implants. In
the typical spinal implant system, connecting
members, such as bone screws, are implanted
into the pedicle and/or lamina of a vertebrae
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and are coupled to another portion of the
spinal implant device. The coupling members
allow adjacent vertebral bodies to be laterally
offset relative to each other, while still
providing support and stability to the spine.
In order to provide proper alignment, the
screw heads must be properly aligned and
centered on the rod. In addition, for the head
of the screw to be perfectly centered on the
rod, the rod itself must be precisely located
within the patient's spine. Therefore, the
portion of the spinal implant system to which
the rod must be attached typically includes a
mechanism to guide and center the rod.
Various techniques and devices have been
developed in order to achieve proper
alignment of the screw heads during a spinal
implantation procedure. For example, a jig
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may be used to allow the surgeon to pre-drill
a hole into which the screw will be inserted
during the spinal implant procedure. Once
the hole has been drilled, the jig may be used
to support and center the rod on the screw
prior to insertion of the rod into the hole.
However, the jigs are typically cumbersome
to use and restrict the surgeon's freedom of
movement during the surgical procedure. In
another example, some rod guidance systems
utilize a drill that is mechanically coupled to
a rod seat. The rod seat engages the rod and
has a channel to accept the drill. When a drill
is used to drill the screw hole, the drill bit is
pulled forward by the rod seat, thereby
guiding the drill along a desired path. While
this procedure allows the surgeon to pre-drill
the location of the screw hole, the drill must
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be removed
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mod is powered by the Ares Modding . Dec
7, 2020 CNC: Final War is a semi-total
conversion for the game Command and
Conquer: Red Alert 2 - Yuri's Revenge. The
mod is powered by the Ares Modding . Mar
24, 2003 A Tiberium-Field (obviously ). The
graphics were converted by FS-21, and
replace the ore; the blue tiberium is also
back, replacing the gems CNC: Red Alert 2
Total Destruction Mods [Ares Modding] Oct
10, 2017 Nuclear War is a total conversion
of Command & Conquer Red Alert 2 called
"Red Alert 2 nuke rush". Red Alert 2 nuke
rush mod is a part of the Ares Modding
company, who owns the rights to this mod.
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company, who owns the rights to this mod.
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2003 A Tiberium-Field (obviously ). The
graphics were converted by FS-21, and
replace the ore; the blue tiberium is also
back, replacing the gems Red Alert 2 Total
Destruction Mods [Verified] Oct 10, 2017
Nuclear War is a total conversion of
Command & Conquer Red Alert 2 called
"Red Alert 2 nuke rush". Red Alert 2 nuke
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